SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP TO BE TEMPORARILY CLOSED

BUS STOP FLAG TO BE COVERED AND TEMPORARY SIGN STATING BUS STOP CLOSED

NEW RIGHT TURN BOX TO BE INSTALLED

RIGHT TURN PEDAL ARROW 2m LONG TO TSRGD DIA. 1059

SEGREGATION CONES TO STOP 15m BEFORE AND START 15m AFTER THE BUS STOP CAGE MARKINGS

PEDESTRIAN ISLAND CROSSING TO BE KEPT CLEAR OF ORCAS

TSRGD DIA. 1010 EDGE LINE

RED HRS TO BE REFRESHED IN ASL

2.5m WIDE PARKING BAYS LENGTH: 55m

2.0m WIDE PARKING BAYS LENGTH: 78m

PS02 - 30mph ZONE SIGNFACE MOUNTED ON EXISTING SIGNPOLE
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